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Abstract
We develop efficient ways to consider and correct for the effects of hidden units for the paradigmatic
case of the inverse kinetic Ising model with fully asymmetric couplings. We identify two sources of error
in reconstructing the connectivity among the observed units while ignoring part of the network. One
leads to a systematic bias in the inferred parameters, whereas the other involves correlations between
the visible and hidden populations and has a magnitude that depends on the coupling strength. We
estimate these two terms using a mean field approach and derive self-consistent equations for the couplings
accounting for the systematic bias. Through application of these methods on simple networks of varying
relative population size and connectivity strength, we assess how and under what conditions the hidden
portion can influence inference and to what degree it can be crudely estimated. We find that for weak
to moderately coupled systems, the effects of the hidden units is a simple rotation that can be easily
corrected for. For strongly coupled systems, the non-systematic term becomes large and can no longer be
safely ignored, further highlighting the importance of understanding the average strength of couplings for
a given system of interest.
1 Introduction
Recent technological advances in high-throughput recordings of biological systems are enabling the use of
statistical tools to ask an entirely new set of questions. The extent to which a given system can be observed
as a whole, however, often limits the applicability of these tools. For example, currently the most impressive
neural recordings are of populations of hundreds or thousands of neurons. While a vast improvement from the
single recordings from approximately 60 years ago [30], it is a minuscule fraction of what is likely the relevant
population. Still, with the hope of gaining insight into possible structure of the underlying network, scientists
have turned to statistical models, such as the generalized linear model (GLM) [21], that allow potential
connectivity (the structure of pairwise interactions and their strength) between the observed units to be
estimated systematically. Of the many flavors of GLM, the simplest takes the form of a binary spin model or
Bernoulli GLM [21], also known as the kinetic Ising model [12, 23] in statistical physics. This popular model
takes the form,
p(si(t+ 1)|s(t)) = exp(si(t+ 1)Hi(t))
2 cosh(Hi(t))
(1)
where si(t) = ±1 with i = 1, .., N is the state of node i at time t. Hi(t) =
∑
j Jijsj(t) is the input to
node i, consisting of the field generated by the other nodes, with Jij the coupling from node j to i. It
should be noted that at this stage, following (1), we do not allow for an external field. Even if this model is
typically regarded as a model of spiking neurons [6], since its introduction [17], it has been used for modeling
financial markets [36, 4]. This model is indeed prone to applications in a variety of fields, from biology (e.g.
gene interaction networks) to social sciences, where interactions are not symmetric and external inputs are
non-stationary. Ultimately the apparent simplicity of the dynamical rule (1) along with its rich dynamics
makes this framework ideally suited for developing techniques and gaining insight into the more general class
of statistical modeling, and therefore it has recently attracted considerable attention from the statistical
physics community [24, 20, 18, 34, 27, 25, 11].
When the system is fully observed, the learning of the parameters of this model can be accomplished
using techniques that take advantage of the convexity of the problem [10]. These methods, however, are
iterative in nature and often require calculating inverses of large matrices with entries consisting of averages
over the data that have to be recomputed at each iteration. While not a problem for many data sets currently
available, the promise of orders of magnitude more data would suggest that it will soon be necessary to
turn to approximate methods. Mean field approximations [25, 24, 20, 18] that have been developed for this
purpose, model the fluctuating field Hi(t) with an effective field, reducing a many body problem to many
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single body problems. We will focus on fully asymmetric connectivities for which mean field equations, exact
in the thermodynamic limit, have been first introduced in [20]. Here by fully asymmetric couplings we mean
fully asymmetric Sherrington-Kirkpatrick couplings [29]: the Jijs are assumed to be independently drawn
(Jij statistically independent from Jji) from a normal distribution with mean J1/N and standard deviation
J0/
√
N . For large asymmetric networks the authors in [20] approach the inverse problem deriving a relation
between correlations and couplings:
D(t) = A(t)JC(t) (2)
where D(t)/C(t) are the time-delayed and equal-time correlation matrices
Dij(t) = 〈dsi(t)dsj(t− 1)〉, (3)
Cij(t) = 〈dsi(t)dsj(t)〉. (4)
Here 〈·〉 indicates averaging over the distribution P(s) = ∏i,t p(si(t+1)|s(t)), where p(si(t+1)|s(t)) is defined
in (1), while dsi(t) ≡ si(t)−mi(t), where mi(t) = 〈si(t)〉. In (2) the diagonal matrix A is:
Aij(t) = δij
∫
Dx
[
1− tanh2 (gi(t) + x√∆i(t))] (5)
where ∆i(t) =
∑
k J
2
ik(1−mk(t)2), Dx = dx√2pi e−x
2/2 and gi(t) = 〈Hi(t)〉.
Interestingly, this relationship has been shown to be exact for fully observed systems with asymmetric
couplings, even in the strongly coupled regime [20]. It is, however, very uncommon that a system is able to
be fully observed, necessitating further understanding of what kind of errors we incur by ignoring the hidden
population and perhaps develop approximations to account for them more explicitly. By explaining away
correlations due to these unobserved but potentially relevant features, we begin to address the concerns we
share with many about how informative are observed data and perhaps, some day, make stronger claims
about our abilities to uncover actual network features.
Besides its potential applications, the hidden population problem in the KI model is intriguing both
from computational and “physical” points of view. Computationally, since exact and Monte Carlo sampling
of the states space are expensive if not unfeasible; physically, since the likelihood of the data in partially
observed systems, as opposed to the fully observed ones, is not convex. For GLMs this problem has been
approached previously by, for example, assuming the hidden units provide a source of Gaussian random noise,
as in [15], and by approximate Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithms as in [22, 9, 33, 2]; see also [1]. In
this framework [31, 7], the likelihood of the observed time series is maximized by alternatively estimating
expected values of the joint (observed + hidden) distribution at fixed connectivity and then updating the
couplings accordingly. When the hidden population constitutes a minor component of the entire network the
EM algorithm has been proven accurate [35, 19], while in the highly subsampled regime the problem becomes
burdened with local optima.
There are few cases where even in the presence of many hidden units, the connected and disconnected pairs,
can be well identified from the inferred connections. For instance, [16] reported that increasing the number
of genes used in their inference did not significantly change the important couplings between the observed
nodes inferred using a maximum entropy model. In this specific case the insensitivity of the reconstruction
to the inclusion of further nodes seems to follow from the specific choice of the inclusion criterion, such
that the presence of the additional nodes does not affect significantly the correlations between the original
ones. A second example regards a subpopulation of neurons: in [26] the connectivity exhibits a rescaling
but no remarkable restructuring by observing larger and larger populations. This effect has been observed
even when the generative model is an equilibrium model, as in [13] and can be attributed to the mean field
properties of the underlying network, in a way that the unobserved neurons affect the correlations among the
observed neurons as a whole. These results suggest that, when mean field arguments apply, the inference of
the couplings between observed nodes can be corrected for the unobserved through a global transformation.
In figure 1 A-B we show that the scaling of the couplings is not an effect limited to equilibrium models but it
extends to the kinetic model with asymmetric couplings and does not rely on approximate learning.
In this paper we follow up on these ideas analyzing the effects of the hidden variables on the reconstruction
of the couplings when you only see P neurons (JP ), comparing them with those inferred from the full network
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Figure 1: Network reconstruction in presence of hidden nodes. Scatter plot of the inferred couplings among
P = 100 nodes out of N = 500: observing only the P nodes JP versus using data from the whole network
JF. SK couplings J independently drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation
J0/
√
N with J0 = 0.5; data length L = 107 †. A: equilibrium Ising model, symmetrized version of the J,
inference performed using the Naïve Mean Field algorithm [32][14]. B: kinetic Ising model, fully asymmetric
couplings J; inference performed using the mean field learning from [20] (blue)—not visually distinguishable
from those learned via exact learning [12]—, corrected using (21) (red).
(JF ), that we will partition as follows:
JF =
[
JFss J
F
sσ
JFσs J
F
σσ
]
(6)
where s indicates the observed nodes, while σ the hidden ones. Exploiting (2) the difference between the
inferred couplings can be written as:
JP − JFss = Ξ + Γ (7)
with
Ξ ≡
(
I− [AFss]−1 AP)JP (8)
Γ ≡ JFsσCσs [Css]−1 (9)
where the matrix A inherits the label, F or P, from the couplings that enter its expression and AF is
partitioned, just like C, accordingly to (6). For sake of clarity from (7) on we drop the time indices, bearing
in mind that the inference problem can be solved in parallel at each time step. The following derivation will
involve dynamical quantities at fixed time t, such that, for example, mi will now indicate mi(t) instead.
Thus the error can be seen as having two components, a systematic term Ξ and a non-systematic one Γ
that is shaped by the observed to observed and hidden to observed correlations.
In the next sections we seek to find a simple way to deal with the hidden population by estimating these
two contributions in a mean-field type approach.
†In the regime of large L and in absence of an external field, we consider the process as being stationary, such that, when
solving (2) we replace population averages < ... > with time averages.
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2 The systematic error term Ξ
In this section we are going to study the error term Ξ in (7). It generates a systematic bias in the learned
couplings, that affects concertedly their magnitude, as shown in Figure 1.
We will now evaluate Ξ using a mean field approximation, building up on the assumption that statistically
the hidden part of the network differs from the observed one neither architecturally nor dynamically. The
local field on the observed node i can then be expressed as the mean field generated by the observed nodes
plus a random variable ρ:
Hi =
∑P
j
Jijmj + ρi (10)
For zero mean couplings (J1 = 0) and fields, we have 〈ρi〉 = 0 and we approximate its variance with
var(ρi) ≈
∑P
k
(Jik)
2(1−m2k) + (N − P )var (J)
(
1−m2
)
. (11)
where · and var (·) indicate respectively mean and variance over the space of the observed variables, namely
m2 ≡ 1P
∑
jm
2
j and var (J) =
1
P 2
∑
ij
(
Jij − J
)2
. Notice that a non-zero mean of the couplings (e.g. J1/N)
would only affect the mean of the variable ρ, resulting into an additional term that, in the mean field
framework can be approximated as (N − P )Jm.
In the large systems limit, being the couplings Jij iid random variables of order 1/
√
N , the Central Limit
theorem applies to the fields Hi(t). Thus ρ is a Gaussian distributed random variable, such that AFij in (7)
becomes
AˆFij = δij
∫
Dx
[
1− tanh2
(∑P
k=1
JFikmk + x(var(ρ
F
i ))
1
2
)]
(12)
with var(ρFi ) being the variance in (11) with couplings JFss inferred using the full data set.
Finally we can substitute (12) in the expression for the systematic component of the error:
Ξ ≈ (I− [AˆFss]−1AP)JP. (13)
From (7) we can construct a set of self-consistent equation for the couplings that would be inferred
using the full data set, JˆFss, accounting for this systematic error on the couplings inferred from the reduced
population, thus
JˆFss =
[
AˆFss
]−1
APJP − Γ (14)
where in AˆFss we have replaced JFss with JˆFss.
Within the limits of applicability of the mean field approximation developed in this section, we can now
explain why the global structure of the weights is retained when ignoring the systematic error term in the
reconstruction. Despite (14) is not an explicit relation between JFss and JP, we expect AˆFss to be weakly
sensitive to the identity of the couplings that enter (12), when both couplings and states have zero mean. If
this holds then the main difference between AˆFss and AP in (14), consist of a uniform shift in the variance of
the gaussian integral associated with (12) given by the second term in (11). This produces a global rescaling
of the couplings reflected in the rotation exemplified in Figure 1C.
We can now turn our attention to the second error term.
3 The non-systematic error term Γ
The component Γ of the error in (7) can be interpreted as a propagation of the correlations between observed
and hidden variables on the correlations between observed units via the hidden to observed interactions.
Notice that this term indeed vanishes when there is no hidden to observed coupling, even though the two
populations might covary.
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For couplings with a mean and standard deviation of zero (J1 = 0) and J0/
√
N , respectively, we have
average Γ¯ = 0. Thus in order to quantify the extent to which this error term affects the learned couplings
one has to estimate its variance var (Γ). Since we note that for small J0, the terms on the diagonal of [Css]
−1
dominate
var (Γ) ≈ N − P
N
J20var
(
Coff
)
(15)
where Coff are the off-diagonal elements of C. We can approximate Coff by observing, as in [20],
that the joint distribution of the fluctuations around the mean local field to each spin δgi =
∑
l Jilδsl is
ij = 〈δgiδgj〉 =
[
JCJT
]
ij
. This leads to a joint distribution of x = δgi and y = δgj of the form [20]
P (x, y) =
1
2pi
√
∆i∆j
exp
(
− x
2
2∆i
− y
2
2∆j
+ ij
xy
∆i∆j
)
(16)
Then equal-time correlations (3) can be written as:
Cij =
∫
dxdyP (x, y)δ tanh(hi + gi + x)δ tanh(hj + gj + y)
≈ ij
∆i∆j
∫
dx√
2pi∆i
dy√
2pi∆j
exp
[
− x
2
2∆i
− y
2
2∆j
]
xyδ tanh(hi + gi + x)δ tanh(hj + gj + y)
= ijaiaj (17)
where Aij = δijai is defined in (5). In (17) we have first expanded the exponential in the first line to the
linear order in  (recall that  ∝ N−1/2), then we performed the integration by parts to get to the third line.
Using (17) one can show that the variance of the off-diagonal elements of C is modulated by the couplings
strength J0
var
(
Coff
)
≈ J
4
0var (a)
2∑
j(1−m2j )2
N2[1− J40var (a)2]
. (18)
where a is the vector of the diagonal entries of A defined in (5).
Replacing (15) in (18) we obtain an estimate for the variance of the non-systematic component of the
error in (7):
var(Γ) ≈ J
6
0 (N − P )var(a)2
∑
j(1−m2j )2
N3[1− J40var(a)2]
(19)
≈ J60 (N − P )/N2 (20)
where in the second line we note that, for small values of J0, one has Aij ≈ δij(1−m2i ). From (20) one can
identify two limiting behaviors of the non-systematic error term when compared with values of the inferred
couplings, for large systems with weak interactions. If the fraction of hidden units is large (N−PN ∼ O(1)),
the relative error var(Γ)/var(J) ∼ J40 stays finite even in the regime of perfect sampling; while it vanishes if
the fraction of hidden units is small. Notice that a non-zero mean of the couplings (e.g. J1/N) won’t change
our estimate of var(Γ) to the leading order.
Numerical simulations (Figure 2) confirm that for weak couplings, J0 = 0.1 (Figure 2A) equation (20)
provides a very accurate estimate of this error term while for stronger couplings J0 = 0.5 (Figure 2B) this
has already diverged. The approximation was not included for J0 = 1 given that it lies outside the bounds of
the figure.
Finally, for small values of J0, we can assume the non-systematic term Γ term is negligible and approximate
the couplings using the self-consistent equation
JC =
[
AC
]−1
APJP (21)
where AC is defined as AˆF in (12) but replacing JF with JC. Figure 1C shows an example of the correction
to the inferred couplings from the full data set provided by (21), while Figure 2 demonstrates that using
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(21) improves the learning systematically reducing the error in some cases to nearly half. Interestingly, the
variance of the residual error, var(JFss − JC), matches well the variance of the non-systematic error term, Γ
in (9) even for stronger values of J0 and only diverging for the systems of both strong couplings (J0 = 1) and
large hidden populations (fraction visible < 0.5). This trend can be seen also in Figure 3 where the relative
errors have been plotted, normalized by the variance of the couplings for systems of varying coupling strength
and fraction visible. Here the regime where the correction can no longer improve the inference (top left
corner) appears as a phase transition in the space of coupling strength and fraction observed. Importantly, in
the regime where the correction can be useful, the error due to subsampling quickly becomes significant, as
illustrated in Figure 4, surpassing the expected error due to data length limitations at reasonably small data
lengths.
4 Discussion
In this paper we deal with the effects of couplings and states of the hidden variables in a mean-field type
approximation on the inference of the couplings between the observed nodes. We showed that the hidden
population provides two sources of errors. The first term can be largely attributed to the underestimated size
of the system, while the second term takes into account the hidden to observed correlations and couplings.
Neither of the two contributions to the error (7) depends explicitly on interactions between hidden units that
introduce higher order corrections to the learning. The reconstruction of the visible part of the network is
indeed basically unaffected when removing the hidden to hidden connections [9], motivating the development
of algorithms that neglect them [2][33].
We showed that in case of weakly interacting units, the non-systematic error from ignoring the hidden
population is small with respect to the strength of the couplings. In the weak couplings regime the non-
systematic term can then be safely neglected and the systematic one treated using a mean field approximation.
This allowed us to integrate the latter in the inference (equation (21)), resulting in a significantly better
estimate of the true couplings, even for more strongly coupled systems. For networks with strong couplings,
however, and, in particular, those with comparatively large hidden populations, the non-systematic error
component dominates and could not be well addressed following this approach.
As mentioned earlier, in many data sets we are forced to ignore the large majority of the relevant network.
Attempting to make conclusions from parameters inferred from such a tiny fraction seems ridiculous but the
results here would suggest that, at least for weakly coupled systems, there might be hope. The question then
begs itself, how strongly connected are the systems we care about? If strongly connected, as very well could
be the case [28], then we may have reason to be concerned.
An alternative strategy to the reconstruction of partially observed networks, that also avoids addressing
the dark side directly, would be to learn an external field in addition to the connectivity [3, 5, 36]. The external
field would then explain away correlations between observed nodes driven by hidden nodes, preventing the
observed to observed couplings to adjust for those. In this paper we intentionally do not include the external
field in the model (1), even though the dynamical model allows for it. We indeed expect that, to some
extent, the inferred external field will take care of the input from hidden to observed units, reducing the
error in the reconstructed connectivity [15]. As an example, by learning time-varying fields that explain away
correlations in the data due to aspects of the experiment, the authors in [8] were able to infer seemingly
significant functional connectivity from a very small subpopulation of neurons. Further work should shed
light on the extent to which the effects of the hidden population can be accounted for by including different
non-stationary external fields.
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Figure 2: Correcting for the unobserved. The systematic bias, Ξ, is partially removed by solving the
self-consistent equation 21. The resulting corrected couplings, JC, provide a more accurate estimation
of the ground truth with the remaining error estimated by var(Γ), i.e. var(JF − JP) ≈ var(Ξ + Γ) and
var(JF − JC) ≈ var(Γ). (A) For weak couplings, J0 = 0.1, the approximations developed here perform very
well, as expected. For stronger couplings J0 = 0.5 (B) and J0 = 1 (C) the corrected couplings do result in an
improved reconstruction in every case except for the strongly coupled and heavily subsampled regime. Each
inference was done 50 times, randomly selecting hidden nodes each time, and the resulting variances averaged.
Error bars represent one standard deviation. The data was generated from a network with 200 nodes and a
data length L = 1.5× 1010 † for J0 = 0.1 (A) and 500 neurons with L = 107 †, for J0 = 0.5, 1 (B-C).
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Figure 3: Normalized relative errors for the couplings inferred from the partially observed system (A)
and using the approach described in equation (21) (B) as a function of subsampling (x-axis) and couplings
strength J0 (y-axis). Here the error terms are averages over 50 random selections of the hidden nodes as
in Figure 2, normalized by the variance of the couplings (J20/N). It is interesting to note that the simple
correction is able to significantly improve the inference for all but the strongly-coupled, highly-subsampled
regime.
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